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Introduction This design and access statement has been prepared by CSA Architects 

on behalf of Westcountry Land and details proposals for 18 new 
dwellings on the land at Gloweth Barton, Truro. The development 

proposals consist of the following: 
 

• 13 Open Market dwellings. 

• 5 Affordable dwellings 

• Associated car parking and general amenity space. 
 

The design statement has been prepared generally in the format as set 
out in the CABE publication: “ Design & Access Statements; how to write 

read and use them” .   The statement illustrates the considered 
assessment and evaluation of the site and it’s context, and illustrates the 

detailed design for a high quality residential development. 
  

This document forms part of a submission to Cornwall Council for a full, 
detailed planning application and should be read in conjunction with the 

associated drawings to scale and the following supporting documents: 
 

• Planning Statement - CSA Architects 

• Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey - Spalding Associates Ltd 

• Phase 2 Dormouse Survey - Spalding Associates Ltd 

• Phase 2 Bat Survey - Spalding Associates Ltd 

• Flood Risk Assessment & Lv.2 Scoping Study - Richard Behan 

• Phase 1 Site Investigation -  Ian Farmer Associates Ltd 
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1.1 Location 
 

Gloweth Barton is located immediately opposite Treliske Hospital, 
approx imately 3km west of Truro’s city centre. The site sits in a very 

convenient location, equidistant from Cornwall’s north and south coasts. 
As well as the Hospital, Truro College and Leisure Centre are in close 

prox imity, situated to the West of the site.  
 

The area is accessed from Truro along the A390 Tresawls Road and is 
also very close to the Park and Ride service at Threemilestone. The 

location is particularly convenient to the Hospital and is walking distance 
from town, Truro College, Truro Golf Club and other amenities/facilities. 

1.0  Context 

1 

1. Knowledge Spa from Tresawls Road.  
2. Entrance to Gloweth Barton. 

3.  Location map of the Gloweth and it’s surrounding area. 2 3 



 

 

1.2 Character 
 

The site itself is rich in character, enhanced by the tree-lined drive used 
to access the site. Unfortunately in it’s surrounding context, neighbouring 

residential developments comprise of national house-builders generic 
house types that have no link to the local vernacular. These 

developments comprise of mass produced low quality and high density 
houses that one would see across the country. 

 
Our client has identified the need for high quality / low density houses in 

this sustainable and convenient location. The design inspiration for the 
proposal has been taken from the only remaining building on site, an 

attractive farmhouse that is traditional in architectural details and 
proportions.  

 
 

3 

2 

1 

4 6 

5 

1- 4. Examples of national house-builder style in neighbouring developments  . 
5. Aerial photograph of Gloweth Barton farmhouse.  

6. Aerial photograph of crumbling agricultural barn. 
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2.1 Site Description 
 

The development site measures approx imately 0.74 Hectare and benefits 
from a very mature boundary with many established trees giving a strong 

feel of privacy and seclusion.  There is currently an outdated house and 
range of derelict agricultural buildings which require demolition. The site 

will be accessed through a tree lined adopted highway on the northern 
boundary. The site slopes from northeast to southwest, falling around 

16.5 meters across the entirety of the site and is steepest in it’s northeast 
corner.  A pedestrian link to the neighbouring development via a footpath 

would be retained and incorporated into the proposed development. 
 

The site is surrounded on three sides by housing development making it 
a suitable infill-site for residential development. To the north of Gloweth 

Barton, and separated by the A390, Tresawls Road,  is Treliske Hospital 
site consisting of large scale buildings. In it’s wider surroundings, to the 

northeast of Gloweth Barton are Truro Golf Club and the grounds of 
Truro Prep School.  
 

The ex isting barns and agricultural buildings on site, which can be seen 
on the following page, have been surveyed by MBA consulting and it has 

been concluded that they are beyond economic repair and not capable of 
retention or conversion. Theses crumbling buildings are therefore to be 

demolished.  
 

Knowledge 
Spa 

SITE 

Truro 
Golf Club 

Treliske 
Hopsital 

A390 
Towards 

Threemilestone 

2.0  Existing site 

 
1. Diagram illustrating ‘missing tooth’ site suitable for residential development. 
2. Aerial photograph looking north showing site and immediate surroundings. 

3. Aerial photograph looking northeast showing wider surroundings. 

3 2 

Truro 
Prep School 
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1. Site entrance. 
2. North east of site showing topography. 
3. Derelict agricultural buildings. 
4. Barn building and Gloweth Barton farmhouse. 

5. Relationship with neighbouring development. 
6. Derelict barn to be demolished. 

1 

2.2 Site photographs 
 

 

2 3 4 

5 6 
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Key Plan 



 

 

W E 

2.3 Constraints and opportunities 
 

• Existing vehicular access in north of site from Tresawls Road 
(A390). 

• Existing hedge banks to be retained and protected where 

possible to preserve ecological value. 

• Retain pedestrian link with the neighbouring development via 

footpath in the southern site boundary. 

• Retain privacy to adjacent properties in neighbouring  
developments. 

• Development proposals to respond to the sloping site and the 
wider topography. 

• Create a real sense of place and identity in keeping with context. 

• Relate development to the ex isting boundaries. 

• Ensure development is designed to reduce the risk of flooding 
across the site and to the surrounding area. 

• Cornish stone walls built to create strong boundaries to road.  

• Sustainable construction methods and renewable technologies 
should be utilised to create a development that looks to exceed 

statutory performance standards. 
 

 Gradual Slope 
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3.0  Proposed Design 

3.1 Design Principles 
 

The design proposals aim to capture the distinct character of the ex isting 
farmhouse within a contemporary residential development.  By relating 

directly to the natural context the vernacular architectural features can be 
seen to provide clearly defined spaces that have a distinct sense of place 

and frame views of the surrounding context whilst sitting comfortably 
within the natural and built environment. 

 
This approach has been adopted throughout the design process from 

establishing the development pattern and building forms through to 
material choice and architectural detailing.  

 
The design sketch opposite illustrates the contextual analysis of Gloweth 

Barton and how this has been critical in the development of the 
proposals. 

 
It is  this contextual analysis and considerate design that sets our 
proposal apart from the neighbouring developments. Surrounding the site 

are three low quality, high density residential developments made up of 
the mass produced generic house types used by national house-builders. 

The design of our proposal relates directly to it’s immediate and ex isting 
context and character.  

 
 

 
 

 

VERTICAL EMPHASIS 
WINDOWS ESTABLISH 
RHYTHM TO ELEVATIONS 

SHARED SURFACES 
ENCOURAGE SLOW 
VEHICULAR MOVEMENT 

TRADITIONAL PITCHED 
ROOF FORM 

MATURE TREE BOUNDARIES  
CREATE A SENSE OF PRIVACY, 
OWNERSHIP AND PASSI VE 

SECURITY 

TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS 
TO BE DEMOLISHED DUE TOTHIER STATE 
BEYOND ECONOMIC REPAIR. 

 
CHARACTER TO BE RETAINED 
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TRADITIONAL WINDOW 
DETAILS AND PROPORTIONS 
CONTRIBUTE TO A DISTINCT 

CORNISH CHARACTER 



 

 

3.2 Use 
 

The residential use is consistent with the surrounding developments 
which include detached and semi-detached dwellings.  Both Treliske 

Hospital and Truro College are situated a short distance away from the 
site. It is  therefore considered to be a very sustainable location and 

suitable for residential infill. 
 

The proposed development includes 13 Open Market houses, 5 
Affordable houses, private parking, and integrated garages.  

 

3.3 Amount 
 

The scheme for 18 new dwellings proposes to make use of a site that is  
surrounded by housing developments making it a suitable infill-site for 

residential development.  
 

The site measures approx imately 0.74 Hectare gross area with a net 
developable area of 0.67 Hectares. This represents a density of 24 

dwellings per hectare which is a lower density in comparison to the 
surrounding residential areas. This allows for larger private gardens, 

respecting and utilising the natural site constraints and opportunities, 
working outside of identified root protection areas and dense tree-lined 
boundaries. 

 
The scheme would provide predominantly detached dwellings with large 

private gardens, associated car parking and private amenity areas. The 
scheme design is in full accordance with the client / developers 

requirements who have identified a need for high quality houses in this 
sustainable and convenient location. The design is also focussed on 

providing traditional two storey homes which are of a vernacular scale 
and composition.  

 

Unit 10 Ground Floor - 4/5 Bedroom, Double Garage Unit 10 - First Floor  

Unit 11 - Ground Floor - 4 Bedroom, Single Garage 
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Unit 16 - Ground Floor - 3 Bedroom, Single Garage Unit 16 - First Floor  

Unit 11 - First Floor  
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3.4 Design Development 
 

The design of the scheme has developed considerably  
Barn, important contribution to the distinct character of the site. We were 

therefore keen to design a scheme that integrated the barn into the 
design proposal. By converting the barn into a reversed living four 

bedroom house, the kitchen and living space would open out onto the 
large rear garden, addressing the change in levels in that part of the site. 

The sketch layout for this scheme can be seen below on the left.  
 

We instructed MBA consulting to carry out a structural survey of the barn 
to establish whether or not it was viable to retain and convert. 

Unfortunately the report concluded that the barn is beyond economic 
repair and therefore unsuitable to retain. From continued consultation 

with the planning authority and affordable housing officer, it was decided 
that the scheme should consist of a slightly higher number of smaller 

units, including a small percentage of affordable housing on site. This 
sketch layout can be seen below, right.  
 

 
 

Sketch scheme including 5 affordable houses Sketch scheme retaining barn 

South elevation of barn Failed lintel on front elevation West elevation of barn 



 

 

Shared surface 

Retained  pedestrian link 

Retained hedge banks 
and trees 

Existing vehicular access 

Parking barn to serve farmhouse 

3.5 Proposed Layout 
 

The vehicular access is located in the north of the site, using the ex isting 
tree lined drive. Vehicle and pedestrian accesses are provided in 

accordance with the ‘Manual for Streets’ and are detailed in the 
supporting transport statement. 

 
The adopted entrance road creates a defined sense of place and 

ownership as well as an appropriate sense of arrival, seclusion and 
privacy. Large gardens with matured tree boundaries give the 

development a more rural feeling despite being sandwiched by 
residential development and forming an integral part of the ex isting urban 

grain. 
 

The established dense vegetation also acts as a green buffer, 
maintaining the privacy of the ex isting dwellings in the neighbouring 

developments and the A390, Tresawls Road. 
 
In the northeast corner of the site the topography is at its s teepest, falling 

8 metres from the boundary to the existing access road. Proposed split 
level houses in this corner would overcome this gradient providing 

parking at road level with living space above. 
 

On the southern side of the site the building forms shift to address the 
orientation of the road. The simple arrangement throughout the mews 

style development provides open gardens and courtyards that maximise 
natural light while protecting privacy to the adjacent dwellings. 

 
 

1. Proposed residential development in context. 

2. Site layout showing dwelling orientation and key design considerations. 
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Shared surface 

Retained hedge 
banks and trees 

2 1 



 

 

3.6 Scale 
 

The development uses simple traditional pitched roof building forms that 
respond to the topography and surrounding context.  Stepping down the 

slope the relationship of individual buildings become increasingly evident 
and create an architectural language of forms and spaces which are 

distinctly residential in scale and character. 
 

Raised pavements, entrances and terraced gardens set the development 
firmly into the landscape with parking areas enclosed by robust 

landscaping and hedge banks.  The domestic scale pitched roof forms 
give a consistency to the architectural treatment and are complimented 

by vertical emphasis to window and door openings and contemporary 
architectural details that create protected private spaces with a human 

scale. 
 

The development responds to the scale of the surrounding 
developments , being predominantly two storey in size. The separation 
distances between ex isting and proposed buildings are well in excess of 

the minimum 21 m requirement.  
 

 
 

3.7 Landscaping 
 
From the outset the landscape design has been integral to the 

development of a scheme that responds to the immediate and wider 
landscape context.  This has resulted in proposals that look to create a 

real sense of place and sit comfortably in the landscape.   
 

The development integrates existing mature trees and vegetation to 
create strong boundaries to private gardens. The planting also acts as a 

green buffer between the proposed properties and ex isting neighbouring 
properties.  

 
 

 

Cross section B-B showing Units 11-14  
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Cross section A-A showing affordable housing on site 

Site plan showing section cut lines A-A & B-B 



 

 

3.8 Appearance 
 

The simple and robust building forms are complimented by crisp 
contemporary architectural details which reflect modern living and current 

high performance standards and construction methods.  The simple 
palette of natural building materials reflect the local architecture and 

natural context. 
 

Vertical emphasis windows and doors create a rhythm to the fenestration 
with larger openings to the principle living areas opening onto private 

amenity spaces and addressing the views.  Smooth finish painted render 
forms with clipped eaves details and black rainwater goods are combined 

with grey powder coated aluminium windows and slate sill details give a 
clean “ punched”  appearance to the openings and give depth to the 

elevations.  Natural finish timber front doors and natural slate cladding 
introduce further visual interest and colour with powder coated aluminium 

canopy details providing protection from the elements and defining the 
entrance to the dwellings.  The use of random natural stone in the 
landscaping and lower storey elements sets the building firmly into the 

landscape and forms part of the co mprehensive design approach across 
the scheme as a whole. 

 
Creating a development with a distinctly Cornish character has been the 

main inspiration for the design of the individual units in the development. 
Real care and attention to the detail of the design has meant that every 

unit is unique. This sets the development apart from the mass produced 
house type schemes. 
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1-5 3D visual representations. 

4 2 

1 

3 5 
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  3D Visualisation 



 

 

3.9 Sustainability 
 

The proposals have been designed to sit comfortably within the 
landscape context and in doing so look to preserve and enhance the 

ecology of the site with the ex isting hedge banks being retained where 
possible.   

 
The site is surrounded on all sides by residential development, making it 

an obvious site for development. It is in in close prox imity to the hospital, 
college, leisure centre and retail park and is walking distance from 

Truro’s city centre.  
 

The proposed dwellings will have a high performance building fabric that 
will exceed the relevant statutory requirements and performance 

standards.  Through detailed design the scheme will look to utilise 
sustainable construction methods and will include renewable 

technologies such as air source heat pumps and solar thermals. 
 
The development includes private garages with sufficient area for bicycle 

storage.  
 

 3.10 Access 
 

Although the site has a significant slope, provision of level access to all 
dwellings was achievable making it accessible for wheelchairs in all 

instances. The internal circulation and the provision of a WC in the 
entrance storey are all provided in accordance with “ Approved Document 

M”  of the Building Regulations. 
 

The access into the site on the northern boundary makes use of the 
existing tree lined driveway. This position is the safest and most 

appropriate vehicular entrance for cars and service vehicles to the 
development. As a modest development of only 18 new homes, traffic 

movements associated with this proposal will be minimal. 
 

Dedicated car parking is provided for each unit: there is an allowance for 
two cars for every household plus additional private garages. The site 

layout has been developed with the safe movement of pedestrians and 
cyclists through the site in mind using shared surface courtyards to 
encourage slow vehicular movement. 

 
The main entry point to each residential unit will provide access in 

accordance with approved document Part M.  
 

• Flat surface (min 1.2m x 1.2m) at the front will be available for 
manoeuvring. 

• Level threshold entrance (max 15mm), 

• Minimum clear opening width of 775mm. 

• Doorbells, entry phones etc will be at a height between 900mm 
and 1200mm above floor level. 

• Entrance doors will have a closing/opening force of no more than 
30N. 

 
Each residential unit will provide enough space for its occupants to carry 
out everyday tasks and activities conveniently and in comfort. 

 

• Hallways and doors to habitable rooms in the entry storey will not 

have stepped changes of level 

• Hallways will have a minimum width of 900mm. 

• Kitchens to have a minimum 1500mm diameter wheelchair 

turning space. 

• Door handles and light switches will be located between 900mm 
and 1200mm above floor level. 

 
A WC will be provided on the principle storey of each unit. Each WC will 

have a clear 600 x 700mm area for manoeuvrability and movement for 
transfer from a wheelchair. All accessible switches and socket outlets will 

be installed between 1200 and 450 above finished floor level to satisfy 
requirement M1. 

 
 

 
 

3.11 Waste Management 
 
Adequate internal and external storage capacity for both general refuse 

and recyclable waste is provided.  Access for refuse vehicles has been 
considered and are detailed within the Transport Statement. 

 
 

3.12 Conclusion 
 

The site which is surrounded by housing developments is considered to 
be a sustainable and convenient infill site for residential development.  

 
The scheme for 18 new dwellings looks to address the established need 

for high quality homes, whilst providing 5 affordable houses within a low 
density, contemporary residential development.  

 
The design proposals aim to reflect the character of the ex isting 

farmhouse by relating directly to the building form, materials and 
architectural detailing through a contemporary application. This design 

approach aims to create clearly defined spaces that have a distinct sense 
of place and sits comfortably within the natural and built environment.  

 
The end result is a comprehensive application that has been through a 

rigorous programme of detailed site analysis and considerate design, 
providing high quality desirable affordable and open market housing that 
relates and responds to it’s context.  
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